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Abstract
The importance of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in radiation therapy (RT) has
been increasing over the past years. In ion RT, due to its high accuracy and sensitivity to
small uncertainties, the treatment planning process based on computed tomography (CT)
is currently extended towards MRI. For exploring the potential of new imaging techniques
(such as MRI) multimodality phantoms are mandatory. Hereby, interaction properties
with photon and ion radiation have to be adjusted independently from the parameters
influencing the MR contrasts.
This Bachelor thesis investigates barium sulfate doped agarose gels as multimodality phan-
toms for application in ion RT. 14 gel-phantoms with different combinations of agarose
and barium sulfate concentrations were manufactured. These gels were assessed in dual
energy CT (DECT), MRI and carbon ion range measurements.
DECT parameters were adjustable with barium sulfate while the effect of agarose was
minimal: The effective atomic number (Zeff ) showed values from 7.5 to 10, the electron
density (ρe−) relative to water could be varied from 1.00 to 1.03. CT-numbers at 80kV
allowed variation from 0 to 270HU. Adjustment of absolute relaxation times in MR was
possible by varying the agarose concentration. T1 showed a range from 2000 to 2900ms,
T2 was adjustable from from 20 to 120ms. The influence of barium sulfate on feasible re-
laxation times was 17% and 12% respectively. The water equivalent path length of carbon
ions could be varied by 3%.
Further investigations with alternative solutes are needed to extend the range of relax-
ation times and electron density for more realistic tissue simulation. Agarose gel-phantoms
proved to be stable, easy to handle and allowed independent adjustment of DECT- and
MR-parameters. They enable the production of anthropomorphic multimodality phan-
toms for ion RT applications.
Zusammenfassung
In der Strahlentherapie hat die Magnet Resonanz Tomographie (MRT) in den letzten
Jahren zunehmend an Bedeutung gewonnen. Für die Ionentherapie wird aufgrund ihrer
hohen Präzision und Sensitivität gegenüber kleinen Unsicherheiten die derzeit auf Com-
putertomographie (CT) basierende Bestrahlungsplanung vermehrt auf die MRT erweitert.
Um das Potential neuer Bildgebungsverfahren (wie MRT) zu untersuchen sind multimoda-
le Phantome unerlässlich. Dazu müssen die Wechselwirkungseigenschaften mit Photonen-
und Ionenstrahlung unabhängig von den die MR Kontraste beeinflussenden Parametern
eingestellt werden.
In dieser Bachelorarbeit wurden Agarosegele versetzt mit Bariumsulfat als multimodale
Phantome für die Ionentherapie untersucht. Es wurden 14 Gel-Phantome mit unterschied-
lich kombinierten Agarose- und Bariumsulfat-Konzentrationen hergestellt. Diese wurden in
Zwei-Spektren CT (DECT), MRT und Ionenreichweitenmessungen von Kohlenstoff (12C)
untersucht.
Die DECT Parameter waren über Bariumsulfat einstellbar, wobei Agarose nur minimalen
Einfluss zeigte: Die effektive Ladungszahl (Zeff ) konnte von 7.5 bis 10, die Elektronen-
dichte (ρe−) relative zu Wasser von 1.00 bis 1.03 variiert werden. Die CT-Zahlen bei 80kV
reichten von 0 bis 270HU. Die MR-Relaxationszeiten konnte mit Variation der Agarose-
konzentration erreicht werden: T1 konnte dabei von 2000 bis 2900ms variiert werden, T2
von 20 bis 120ms. Der Einfluss von Bariumsulfat auf die Relaxationszeiten lag bei 17%
bzw. 12%. Die wasseräquivalente Pfadlänge von 12C-Ionen konnte um 3% variiert werden.
Alternativen für Lösungsstoffe sind nötig, um realistischere Gewebesimulation in Hinblick
auf Relaxationszeiten und Elektronendichte zu erreichen. Agarosegel-Phantome zeigten
hohe Stabilität, einfache Handhabung und unabhängige Einstellbarkeit der DECT- und
MR- Parameter. Sie ermöglichen die Produktion anthropomorpher multimodaler Phanto-
me für den Einsatz in der Ionentherapie.
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1 Introduction and motivation
1. Introduction and motivation
High accuracy ion radiotherapy (RT) calls for precise target volume definition, image-
guidance and knowledge of ion ranges. To fulfill the high demands towards quality
assurance (QA), elaborated end-to-end tests can help investigate the accuracy of the
entire treatment system from treatment planning, irradiation to dosimetry. These tests
are supposed to become generally mandatory in Germany.
The main obstacle in extending these tests and other studies with additional imaging
techniques is the lack of appropriate multimodality phantoms. Treatment planning is
usually based on computed tomography (CT) images but magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) becomes increasingly important. At the moment, materials integrating radiation
physics as well as dosimetry and MR-imaging do not exist. Established phantoms, such
as the Alderson-Head are limited to one imaging or radiation modality.
For the use of multimodality phantoms it is therefore required to modify the physical in-
teraction properties with radiation individually from the properties influencing imaging
contrasts. This way specific QA tasks can be fulfilled by tailoring customized multi-
modality materials in shape, electron density and MR contrast. In literature [1] it has
been described that agarose gels loaded with solutes can open the possibility to multi-
modality materials for CT- and MR-imaging.










Figure 1: Graphical vision of an anthropomorphic gel-phantom. Variations in the elec-
tron densities of the different tissues can be adjusted individually from addi-
tional MR contrast (tumor).
could be realized with these gels. A first idea is presented in figure 1: Through varia-
tion in electron density different structures can be represented that influence radiation
interactions and dose absorption (for example skin, bone and brain). The tumor volume
can additionally be visualized in MR-contrast. Furthermore, the gels can host dosime-
try devices such as scintillators or ionization chambers and can even serve as dosimetry
systems themselves by extending the technique of BANG gels.
The aim of this bachelor thesis therefore is to make a step towards multimodality phan-
toms for ion RT: Agarose gels loaded with Barilux CT contrast agent are tested in
1
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production and applicability.
In a first step the producibility is tested and a line of phantoms covering different imaging
and radiation properties was manufactured. The feasibility of adjustable tissue equiva-
lence for the produced phantoms is then assessed in dual energy CT (DECT), MRI and
ion range measurements. Besides, the possibility of individual variation of the different
properties is surveyed. This way it can be assessed whether the used phantom materials
provide the desired possibilities for use in ion RT.
The background of the examined material properties and imaging techniques is sum-
marized in chapter 2. The used phantom materials and the processes of data acquisition
is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 shows the executed experiments and obtained re-
sults. A discussion on the feasibility of the desired phantoms can be found in chapter 5




This sections gives an overview of the relevant theoretical background. Furthermore,
the physical properties of materials influencing radiation physics and imaging contrasts
are presented.
2.1. Computed Tomography (CT) and Dual Energy CT
In computed tomography (CT) x-ray photon attenuation allows 3-dimensional imaging
of physical structures within an object. For that an x-ray tube spirals around the
object with a detector on the opposite side to measure the transmitted photon intensity.








with µ = n ·σa = NA · ρ · Z
A
·σe (2)
Where Z and A represent the charge and mass number of the material, n is the number
of atoms in the absorber volume. NA represents the Avogadro constant, σa describes the
atomic cross section, σe the electronic cross section. In figure 2 the total photon atten-
uation for different materials used in this bachelor thesis are depicted for the diagnostic
relevant photon energies.
Figure 2: Total photon attenuation of elements included in phantom materials in this
work [2]. Region between gray bars: photon energies for applied tube voltages
(80kV to 140kV).
In the energy range for diagnostic use between 50keV and 1MeV the photon attenua-










For normalization in the scanner, the absorption information is then displayed in CT-





The range normally is set from -1024 HU up to 3071 HU in gray values (12 bit coding).
In this scale air is represented by -1000 HU while water has a defined CT number of 0 HU.
Dual Energy Computed Tomography uses two x-ray tubes with different operat-
ing voltages in contrast to normal single source CT scanners. The two tubes are arranged
in an angle of 95◦ to each other as well as the opposing detectors (second generation
scanner). This allows a larger field of view (FOV) of 33cm compared to first generation
scanners. In dual energy mode both tubes can work at different voltages: 80, 100, 120
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Schematic drawing of DECT scanner principle with the two x-ray beams
of tube A and B in an angle of 95◦, resulting in a FOV of 33cm, (b) Photon
spectra of DECT at 80 and 140kV with tin filter (Selective Photon Shield) for
higher separation, reprinted from [3]
and 140kV corresponding to photon spectra with initial energies from 52keV to 89keV
([4]). For separation of the continuous x-ray spectra an additional tin filter (Selective
Photon Shield) is applied to absorb the low energy photons of the 140kV spectrum. The
narrowed high energy spectrum (figure 3b) leads to a dose reduction by a factor of 3 [3]
and improved DECT information. It allows a resulting maximum voltage difference of
17kV (average) for tube voltages of 80 and 140kV. Since the photon attenuation is both
energy and material dependent (figure 2) the information from both obtained images can
be translated in two additional material informations: the effective atomic number Zeff
4
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(section 2.1.1) and the electron density ρe− (section 2.1.2). Thus, a more precise char-
acterizations of the material is possible which makes DECT promising for improvement
of ion therapy treatment planning [4].
2.1.1. Effective atomic number
Since tissue does not consist of only one type of atoms and, thus, of one atomic charge
number, the so called effective atomic number Zeff is defined. It is used to describe the
mixture of all atoms in a material with one fictive element with the specific charge of
Zeff that shows the same photon attenuation of a certain spectrum. This principle is
visualized in figure 4. In table 1 tissue examples for Zeff are listed.
Figure 4: Model representation of Zeff . Left: composition of material with different
atoms. Right: model of effective material containing atoms with Z = Zeff
and the same photon attenuation.
Zeff takes into account that the photon attenuation depends on the charge of the
material and also on the energy of the photons. Thus the effective charge is energy
dependent as well.










Here αi is the electron density weighting of the individual elements, with wi the mass
fraction of the i-th element on the total mass, Zi and Ai the corresponding charge
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and mass numbers. The exponent m is the energy dependent part of the equation and
contains information on the different attenuation processes. For the used photon energies
m typically lies between 3 and 4. According to agreement with Siemens the effective
charge was calculated with an exponent of m=3.1.
Instead of the electron density weighting, αi, often only the weight fraction wi is used.
This should be taken into account for comparison of data. For consistency within this
work αi was used, as generally in our working group.
Table 1: Zeff and ρe− for water and different tissues (after calculations based on material
data from NIST [5])
Type Zeff Rel. ρe−
Water 7.45 1.000
Adipose 6.28 1.018
Compact bone 11.82 1.944
Cortical bone 13.16 1.912
Brain 7.52 1.131
Skeletal muscle 7.52 1.132
2.1.2. Electron density
The effect of the electron density (ρe−) on the attenuation of photons in a material is
easily comprehensible, for with higher number of electrons along the beam path the in-
teraction probability of photons and electrons increases. There are two ways to describe
the electron density:










Whereas the number of electrons per mass [#e
−
g







Here ρ is the density of the material, Ai and Zi the mass and charge number of the
components and wi the corresponding weight fraction. NA is the Avogadro-constant.
The electron density has a high influence on the energy loss of ion beams in material,
which is described in section 2.3. In many cases, for example the calculation of the
water equivalent path length (WEPL, see section 2.3.1), the electron density relative to
6
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Figure 5: The electron density is determined by the Z/A and the density of the material.
Thus, materials of different elements (here H and O) can have the same electron
density if Z/A and ρ vary correspondingly.
that of water is the important quality. With equation 7 the electron density of water
is ρe−,water(vol) = 3.340 ∗ 1023 1cm3 (which equals the mass density since ρwater = 1 gcm3 ).




Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) provides high contrast in soft tissue without any
ionizing radiation for the patient. It is based on the effect of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance.
Atomic nuclei with a spin I 6= 0 have a magnetic moment and can interact with a
constant external magnetic field
−→
B0. Due to an imbalance between low energy states





M along the external magnetic field occurs.
By applying high radio frequency (HF) pulses with a magnetic field component perpen-
dicular to
−→
B0 the direction of the magnetization vector can be shifted. At the same
time the spins are lifted to an excited state. Due to the occurring precession of the
magnetization vector with the Larmor frequency around
−→
B0 (ωL = γ ·B0) a current is
induced in a read out coil. This current is proportional to the transversal component of
the magnetization (M⊥) and represents the MR-signal.
After a HF pulse relaxation processes of the magnetization decrease the transversal
(M⊥) and build up the longitudinal component (M||) again. The relaxation is caused
by interaction between spins among each other and their environment characterized by
the material dependent relaxation times T1 and T2. This process is captured by the
Bloch equations (for further information please see [6]). Examples for relaxation times
of tissue are given in table 2.
Table 2: Tissue examples for T1 und T2 relaxation times at 3T ([7], [8])
Type T1 [ms] T2 [ms]
Fat (subcutaneous) 371± 8 133± 4
White matter 1084± 45 69± 3
Gray matter 1820± 114 99± 7
Skeletal muscle 1412± 13 50± 4
2.2.1. T1 relaxation time
T1 is the time of recovery of the longitudinal magnetization (M||). It is also called the
spin-lattice relaxation time: The energy of the HF pulse absorbed by the nuclei resulting
in a flipped magnetization is released to the lattice and bring the spins back to their
ground state. Solid materials have short T1 relaxation times since there are many ways
of interaction while in fluids the energy cannot be released as fast.
One way to determine T1 is a so called inverse recovery (IR) sequence. It is depicted in
figure 6 and given by ([9]):
[180◦ − TI − θ − (TR − TI)]n (9)
8
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After a 180◦ pulse the magnetization is aligned anti parallel to
−→
B0. The spins then
start to relax back to their ground state along the direction of the static magnetic field.
After the inversion time TI another pulse with variable angle θ is applied. The resulting
component of M⊥ causing the signal in the read out coil is proportional to the absolute
magnitude of the longitudinal magnetization M||.
By choosing increasing TI the curve progression of the exponential growth can be read
out in consecutive measurements (figure 6). The signal is characterized by:
S(TI) ∝M|| ∝M||0 · (1− 2 · e(−TI/T1)) (10)
Figure 6: T1 curve progression after equation 10, measured with a IR sequence with
increasing TI . The measured values are always positive which is represented
with the spotted line.
In this work a FLASH-sequence (Fast-Low-Angle-Shot) is used, which allows ex-
tremely short echo times and therefore the resulting sequence depicted above.
2.2.2. T2 relaxation time
T2 represents the decay time of the transversal magnetization M⊥ which is caused by
dephasing of the spins due to spin-spin interaction. Therefore T2 is also called the
spin-spin relaxation time. Due to these interactions M⊥ is always faster in decay than
M|| can recover (T2 < T1). For solid materials there are more interaction possibilities
9
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for the spins so T2 is short while for fluids T2 increases.
The sequence of HF pulses and different gradients used for T2 weighted imaging is called
a spin-echo (SE) sequence ([10]) (figure 7):
(90◦ − [TE/2− 180◦ − TE/2]n) (11)
After a HF pulse causing the magnetization to flip by an angle of 90◦ it is now perpen-
dicular to
−→
B0 (M⊥) which results in a signal measured in the read out coil. The spins
then start to disperse due to small fluctuating magnetic fields yielding different Larmor
frequencies with the characteristic time T2. In addition the signal decreases much faster
characterized by T2* due to interactions with macroscopic field inhomogeneities. By
applying a 180◦ pulse this process can be reversed. In coherence an echo signal can be
detected:
S(SE) ∝ % · (1− e(−TR/T1)) · e−TE/T2 (12)
where % is the proton density, TR the repetition time and TE the echo time of the
sequence. By varying TR and TE the images can be weighted with T1, T2 and % to achieve
different contrasts. Calculating T2 can be achieved with a Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill
(CPMG) sequence, a SE sequence with a number of directly consecutive echos. Therefor
appropriately varying echo times TE (1:n-times) and a long repetition time (TR » T1)
is needed. The resulting signal is given by the progression of the amplitude of the
consecutive spin echos due to the T2-relaxation process of spin-spin interaction after
each TE (figure 7). This simplifies equation 12 to:
S(TE) ∝M⊥ ∝M⊥0 · e(−TE/T2) (13)
Figure 7: T2 decay curve progression after equation 13, measured with a (CPMG) se-
quence by varying TE and choosing TR » T1.
2.2.3. Proton density %
The proton density % i.e. the spin density can only be determined relatively. This is
achieved by choosing a SE sequence as described above with TR » T1 and TE « T2 so




The range of ions in a material can be shifted by varying the initial energy of the particles.
At the Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center (HIT) charged particles can reach a penetration
depth from 20mm up to 300mm in water [10]. Due to the sharp dose deposition compared
to standard photon therapy surrounding healthy tissue can be spared and high precision
therapy is possible (figure 8).
Figure 8: Depth dose curve comparison of photons (blue) and ions (red). Dose maximum
peak is called the Bragg-Peak. Reprinted from [4].
For energy calculations to cover the tumor volume it is necessary to know how and
where the energy of the beam is deposited. The energy loss per unit distance of charged
particles traversing through material is caused by ionization processes with the atoms.
It is given by the (electronic) stopping power S characterized in the Bethe-formula ([11]):
S = −dE
dx








1− β2 )− β
2] (14)
with:
ρe− Electron density of the material
Z Charge number of the traversing particle
me Electron mass
β Velocity of the traversing particle in units of the velocity of light c
I Ionization potential of the medium (called ’I-value’ below)
It can easily be seen that the electron density has direct influence on the stopping
power of a material and is a modifiable parameter in phantom materials. The second
material dependent parameter is the I-value. Compared to the influence of the electron
density the influence of the I-value is small for materials similar to water. Nevertheless
it becomes important for high Z materials as for example barium.
The range of a particle corresponds directly to the stopping power of a medium and,
11
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with the empiric value of the water equivalent path length (WEPL).
2.3.1. Water equivalent path length (WEPL)
The water equivalent path length (WEPL) of a medium was introduced to convert the
ion ranges in human tissue to the corresponding ranges in water. Thus, the WEPL
characterizes the spatial range by which the Bragg-Peak position of charged particles is
shifted when traversing through a material different than water. There are two ways of
determination, with equivalent results for the WEPL: Either replacing a slab of water
by a denser material with thickness d, or adding the material to the range of water.
Both cases, along with the corresponding equation to calculate the WEPL are depicted
in figure 9
Figure 9: Calculation of the WEPL: shift of the Bragg Peak position by either (a) re-
placing a slab of water with denser material (yellow) or (b) adding a slab of
denser material to the water range.
With rW the range of the particles in water and rM in the material with the same
initial energy [11].
The WEPL can also be calculated with the stopping power in equation 14. It is then
given by the ratio of the integral over the inverse stopping power of water Sw to the one


















To measure the WEPL at HIT the probes are irradiated with carbon ions or protons of a
distinct energy (the influence of the projectile type and energy on the WEPL was hereby
determined to be minimal [11]). The range of the particles is measured with the PTW
PeakFinder device that is described in section 3.2.4. Usually, the ranges are defined as
the 80% or 90% depth dose curve maximum at the distal edge for less dependency on
the beam parameters ([11]).
The direct proportionality of the WEPL to the relative electron density of the material
makes it possible to adjust this range shift with appropriate phantom materials.
2.3.2. I-Value
The I-value of a material is defined as a geometrical mean of the excitation potential
of the components and roughly increases with Z. The influence of the I-value on the
stopping power of a material is given in a correction term proportional to the logarithm
of I (equation 14). A difference of 15% in the I-value of a material results in a maximum
WEPL difference of ∼ 1.5% ([12]).
The common way to determine the I-value is the calculation from measured stopping
powers or WEPL after the Bethe formula (equation 14). In this work the I-values of the
materials were calculated from equation 16, where I is given in a logarithmic term, by
measuring the WEPL.
There is high controversy found in literature for the I-value of water with values ranging
from 67.2eV (ICRU79, 2005) to 80.8eV [13]. Here Iw = 75eV was used after the ICRU49
report from 1993 for consistency within the group.
Values for different elements and compounds can also be found in the NIST database
[5] (see also table 3). For known I-values of the components it can be calculated for






with Ii the I-values of the components.
Typical I-values in tissue are listed below (table 3)
Table 3: I-value, Zeff and rel. ρe− for different tissues [5]
Type I-value [eV] Zeff Rel. ρe−
Water 75.0 7.45 1.000
Adipose 63.2 6.28 1.018
Compact bone 91.9 11.82 1.944
Cortical bone 106.4 13.16 1.912
Brain 73.3 7.52 1.131





3 Materials and Methods
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Phantom materials
Two main purposes needed to be taken into account for choosing the phantom materials:
realistic tissue equivalent contrast in DECT- and MR-imaging and additional indepen-
dent adjustment of the physical and imaging properties.
Based on the paper from Litt and Brody (2001) ([1]) agarose gels were used for changing
the MR contrast while variation in CT contrast can be achieved by adding solutes to
the gels. In this work, after the example given by Litt and Brody a CT contrast agent
(Barilux) was chosen to achieve a wide range of variation in the physical properties.
3.1.1. Agarose gels
Figure 10: Chemical struc-
ture of agarose (C12H18O9)
[14].
In MR-imaging agarose gel is a commonly used phantom
material for it provides adjustable contrast. Furthermore
the gels are easily to produce, cheap and can be formed
in almost every desired shape. Agarose is non-toxic which
makes handling with it harmless. It is also used in food
manufacturing. In this work, agarose is used to vary the
relaxation times of the phantoms. Due to an effective
atomic number of 7.0 and a relative electron density of
1.01 agarose should show only small influence on Zeff and
ρe− of the phantoms, as desired.
Agarose is a polysaccharide with the chemical formula
C12H18O9 (figure 10) that is obtained from agar. Agar itself is a mixture of agarose
and agaropectin and is extracted from the cell wall of different red algae [15]. In dry
form agarose is a white powder. Here Agarose (electrophoresis grade) by InvitrogenTM
(Cat.No. 15510-027) was used. To produce a gel it needs to be boiled in water or buffer.
It hardens afterwards at temperatures between 34◦C to 38◦C. While the mixture is cool-
ing down the polysaccharides form a three dimensional net. The resulting pore size
decreases with higher concentrations of the agarose, which is used in gel electrophoresis.
DNA-strands or proteins which are pulled through the gel by an applied voltage can,
thus, be separated by size. Typical agarose concentrations in gel electrophoresis are 0.5%
to 3% but mixtures up to at least 6% (as used here) can easily be produced. The higher
the concentration the harder the gel gets. For high concentrated gels (>7%) hardening
already occurs during boiling which can result in inhomogeneities.
To produce tissue equivalent phantoms in MR imaging the agarose concentrations were
oriented on the gels used in the paper by Litt and Brody ([1]) mentioned above. There-
fore gels with 1%, 4% and 6% agarose were mixed so the total range of easily producible
gels was exploited. Examples can be seen in figure 11.
The manufacturing of the phantoms is described in section 4.1. A table of the produced
gels and the resulting predicted properties can be found in the appendix (F.2, table 6).
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Figure 11: Example of 5 agarose gel phantoms in PMMA jars with increasing Barilux
concentration, as used for further experiments.









Barilux CT is a barium sulfate (BaSO4) containing CT-contrast-
agent produced by Sanochemia Pharmazeutica AG. Usually, it is used
to visualize the gastrointestinal tract of patients in CT for it is not ab-
sorbed by the body but stays in the bowel until it gets excreted. The
high charge number of barium (Z = 56) gives a strong CT-contrast
so the organs are clearly visible. The patient drinks about 600ml of
a 25% solution of Barilux (figure 12).
The reason to choose Barilux is its high Zeff which gives the possi-
bility of a wide range of adjustment. The theoretical Zeff of Barilux
after equation 5 is 16.5. The experimental value of pure Barilux, how-
ever, was 14.81. In previous studies ([4]) experimental Zeff showed
uncertainties below 1%. Therefore the following predictions of Zeff
for the phantoms were done by using Zeff = 14.81 for Barilux (for
discussion see section 5.2.2).
The contrast agent itself is a white viscous solution which contains
5% barium sulfate. Other components are adjuvants to solute the in-
dissoluble barium sulfate in water as well as flavoring and preserving
substances. A list of all components and their weight fractions, as far
as revealed by Sanochemia, is shown in a table in the appendix (F).
In this work Barilux concentration in the gels from 2 to 20% (w/w
gel) are used to manipulate the resulting CT contrast, Zeff and ρe− of
the gel. The concentrations were chosen so the theoretically resulting
Zeff of the gels varies from 7.5 to 11 which equals a tissue range from
water to ∼ bone (table 1). Higher concentrations of Barilux would
be possible to achieve higher ranges, as done in [1].
3.1.3. Precursor: Na-Solutions
During an internship project previous to this bachelor thesis sodium-salts were investi-
gated phantom materials. The aim of this internship was the production of phantoms
for DECT and range measurements. To close an existing gap in look-up tables the so-
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lutions should cover an interval of the effective atomic number between 8 and 10. For
the internship project report see appendix H.
Two different salts were used: sodium chloride (NaCl) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
both soluted in distilled water. NaCl is common table salt and therefore very easy to
handle and nontoxic. Soluted in water it is body’s own material which makes it reason-
able for tissue phantoms. NaOH in solution results in caustic lye of soda.
Only a defined mass given by the solubility of a salt can be soluted in a volume of water.
This also gives a limit to the Zeff achievable with the different solutions.
During this thesis the Na-salts were also discussed as alternative solutes for gel phan-
toms.
3.1.4. Storage and measurement tubes
Both the solutions and the gels were filled into cylindrical PMMA jars with a diameter
of 2.5cm and a hight of 5cm (Na-solutions) and 6cm (gels) (figure 11). The dimensions
Figure 13: PMMA tube with bore for phantom inserts used in DECT measurements for
realistic head simulation.
of the jars were chosen so that the phantoms fit inside the bore of a PMMA tube with
a head-like diameter of 16cm and a length of 50cm (figure 13). This tube phantom is
used for DECT measurements for different phantom inserts to provide realistic beam
hardening effects as in a typical head.
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3.2. Data acquisition and evaluation
3.2.1. Processing
Image based evaluation of CT and MR data as well as visualization of all final results in
plots was done in R (version 2.14.2., 2012), a free program for statistical computation
[16]. For theoretical calculations of Zeff the R routine equation AD.effective.Z.from.com-
position from the package libamtrack [17] was used. Reading in the DICOM (Digital
Imaging and Communication in Medicine) images was managed with the oro.dicom
package (version 0.3.3 and 0.3.5). It should be noted that depending on the version the
dicom files can be flipped. A general subtraction of 1024HU had to be done in evaluation
of the CT-numbers to fulfill the standard Hounsfield scale starting at -1024HU.
For CT value evaluation, images were first read in a Dicom viewer (MITK-3M3 (version
1.1), open source software, developed by the division of Medical and Biological Infor-
matics at DKFZ and mint medical [18]), to note the corresponding slices for each tube.
These selected slices were then further analyzed in R: gray values were summarized for
an inner cylinder of each tube.
Additionally ImageJ, an open-source Java based software was used for evaluation of
mean gray values of MR images for proton density evaluation.
3.2.2. DECT-Imaging: Siemens Somatom Definition Flash
Dual Energy CT images were taken with the Somatom Definition Flash , the latest
second generation scanner from Siemens, situated at the German Cancer Research Cen-
ter (DKFZ). Two x-ray tubes and two 64 slice detector systems working simultaneously
are arranged in the same plane in an angle of 95◦ (see also section 2.1).
The imaging protocol can be found in the appendix (D.2). All phantoms were scanned
with a protocol for thorax scanning at 80kV/140SnkV and 100kV/140SnkV with addi-
tional tin filtration (Sn) of the 140SnkV spectra. The evaluation of the CT-numbers in
[HU] was done by calculating the mean gray values of a circular region of interest (ROI)
with a diameter of 20mm over the length of each phantom.
The calculation of Zeff and ρe− is done by Bernhard Krauss (Siemens) in an image
based process for each voltage pair (for further information please see [4]). The re-
sults are then available as images containing the information again in gray values (with
previous subtraction of 1024):
Zeff (Siemens) = (gray value(Zeff ))/10 (18)
ρe−(Siemens) = ((gray value(ρe−)) + 1000)/1000. (19)
3.2.3. MR-Imaging: Siemens Magnetom Trio
MR-imaging of the phantoms was carried out at the DKFZ with a Siemens Magnetom
Trio MR scanner with a magnetic field of 3T using a 12-channel head-coil device. T2
determination was accomplished with a spin echo sequence with, T1 with a turbo FLASH
sequence. The proton density weighted image was again taken with a SE sequence.
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(a) (b)
Figure 14: (a) Experimental T1 progression with increasing TI , fit based on equation 10
with additional offset S=30. (cf. figure 6) (b) Experimental T2 progression
with increasing TE, fit based on equation 13 with additional offset S=20. (cf.
figure 7). Both curves for a gel with 4% agarose and 8% Barilux.
Detailed protocols can be found in the appendix (D.3).
For evaluation of the relaxation times the measured signal values were pixel wise plotted
against TE / TI . Then the corresponding theoretical curves (see section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2)
were fitted to the values with T1/T2 and M0 as fitting parameters (figure 14a and 14b).
The mean values for the pixels in a circular ROI (diameter ≈ 20mm) centered in the
middle of each phantom were taken as results with the standard deviation as error.
During evaluation it was discovered that the fits of the experimental progressions for the
T1 and T2 measurements only match well with the theoretical expectations if an offset
S is added to equation 10 and 13 as an additional fit parameter. This offset can partly
be explained by occurring background noise. The fit quality is given by the square root
of the estimated variance of the random error including the residuals. By adjusting the
offset S the fit quality was optimized.
3.2.4. Range Measurements: PeakFinder
WEPL measurements were performed at the Heidelberg Iontherapy Center (HIT) with
carbon ions at an initial energy of 270MeV. The experiment was carried out with
the PTW PeakFinder (figure 15a and 15b, Model T41030 Water Column from PTW
Freiburg).
The PeakFinder consists of a water column variable in length and two parallel-plate
ionizing chambers before and behind the water column for charge measurement. The
ionizing signal is measured in the second chamber relative to the first chamber as a
function of the adjusted length of the water column. With this technique the depth dose
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(a) (b)
Figure 15: (a) Experimental setup for WEPL measurements with the PTW PeakFinder
at HIT (b) Schematic sketch of PeakFinder with two ionization chambers
(IC) and a water column variable in length to sample depth dose curve by
measuring the ionization signal in the second chamber relative to the first.
curve of the ions was sampled in 0.1mm steps around the Bragg Peak position.
For the WEPL measurements the different phantom materials were put directly in front
of the PeakFinder centered in the beam path. As reference an empty jar and a water
filled jar was measured. The resulting WEPL was calculated according to figure 9:










The data evaluation was done with the included software. For the ranges the 90% distal
edge was determined for more independence of beam parameters. The protocol for the
measurements can be found in the appendix (D.4).
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4. Experiments and results
In this chapter the performed experiments will be described including the process of
phantom production. Along with each experiment the corresponding results will be
presented. For each gel-phantom the CT-numbers, Zeff , ρe−, T1, T2, %, the WEPL and
from that the I-value was determined. The Na-solution-phantoms were not scanned in
the MR but DECT and ion range measurements were performed. Tables with summaries
of all results can be found in the appendix (G).
4.1. Manufacturing of the phantoms
Figure 16: 14 gel phantoms produced for experiments: different concentrations of agarose
gels loaded with varying Barilux concentrations, filled in PMMA-jars
Figure 17: Agarose and Barilux concentrations for the 14 produced gel phantoms.
First Barilux was mixed with the correspondent amount of distilled water. Then
the agarose powder was added. The mixture was boiled in a micro wave for at least
one minute and pivoted several times in between to make sure that all the agarose is
soluted. Afterwards the evaporated water was re-filled into the hot gel and mixed to
obtain the desired concentrations. The hot mixture was then filled into the PMMA jars
(section 3.1.4) and closed right afterwards, so that no more water could evaporate and
the concentration stayed constant. The mixture cooled down and geled after about half
an hour in the jars. In total 14 different gels were mixed (figure 16 and17). A detailed
mixing protocol can be found in the appendix (D.1). For the description of the mixing
of Na-solutions please see the internship project report in appendix H. 5 NaCl- and 2
NaOH-solutions were prepared.
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4.2. DECT Measurements
(a) (b)
Figure 18: (a) 7 gel phantoms placed inside PMMA tube during DECT measurement.
(b) CT image at 80kV of PMMA tube with insert gel (1% agarose, 2% Bar-
ilux) in the middle.
For all measurements with the DECT scanner the phantoms were placed into the bore
of the PMMA tube (figure 18a). Each measurement was performed with 80kV/140SnkV
and 100kV/140SnkV tube voltages. The values for Zeff and ρe− were predicted previ-
ously to the measurements and compared to the experimental results.
All phantoms showed homogeneous contrast as can be seen in an example CT image of
a gel phantom inside the PMMA tube in figure 18b.
4.2.1. Results of barium sulfate doped agarose gels
CT-numbers The CT-numbers measured for the different gels are shown in figure 19
for the three used tube voltages. By changing the Barilux concentration the values can
be varied from ∼ 0HU up to ∼ 260HU (at 80kV ). A slow rise is observable for gels
of the same Barilux- but increasing agarose-concentration (dots in the same color). It
covers a range of 15 to 20HU.
Comparing the CT-numbers for the different tube voltages it was observed that the dif-
ferences are systematically dependent on the voltage difference and on the Barilux con-
centration (appendix: figure 41a). The highest deviances occur for high concentrations
and voltages differences. This is caused by the energy dependent photon attenuation
(see figure 2) that is additionally highly dependent on the barium concentration. (All
results in the appendix G, table 7)
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Figure 19: CT-numbers: experimental results for gel-phantoms against agarose concen-
tration for 80kV , 100kV and 140SnkV tube voltage.
Effective atomic number The experimental results for Zeff for both tube voltage
pairs is shown in figure 20a. Zeff can be varied with the used concentrations of Barilux
from ∼ 7.5 (gels without Barilux are approximately equal to water with Zeff = 7.449)
up to 10.2 (for 20% Barilux). The deviance of gels with the same Barilux but different
agarose concentrations are below 1%.
There is no dependency on the used tube voltage pairs distinguishable (deviance below
1%, see Appendix E). Furthermore the deviance between predicted and experimental
values is below 2% for 100kV/140SnkV and below 1% for 80kV/140SnkV (figure 20b).
That shows that the 80kV/140SnkV voltage pair provides improvement on Zeff with
doubled precision for the gel phantoms.
(All results in the appendix G, table 9)
Electron density After equation 7 the electron density is proportional to the density
of the material. Since the density is not independent from the agarose concentration,
neither is the electron density. Therefore a linear slope of ρe− is observable rising with
the agarose- as well as the Barilux-concentration (figure 21a). The relative electron
density can, thus, be varied by ∼ 2% by adding up to 20% Barilux and as well by ∼ 2%
by changing the agarose concentration from 1 to 6%.
The theoretical values of ρe− differ from the experimental ones up to 3% ( figure
21b). These deviances are caused by uncertainties in density determination of the gels
(see section 5.2.1). Only the phantom with 0% agarose concentration shows minimal
deviance between predicted and experimental values since the density could be easily
determined. (All results in the appendix G, table 11)
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(a) (b)
Figure 20: Zeff : experimental results for gel-phantoms (a) Zeff against agarose concen-
tration for both DECT tube voltage pairs. (b) Deviation between predicted
(equation 5 and experimental values in percent.
(a) (b)
Figure 21: ρe−: experimental results for gel-phantoms. (a) relative electron density
against agarose concentration. (b) Deviation of predicted (equation 7) and
experimental values in percent. Each for both DECT voltages pairs.
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4.2.2. Results of Na-Solutions
CT-numbers In figure 22 the resulting CT-numbers of the Na-solution at the three
used tube voltages are depicted. The highest deviations occur between 80kV and
140SnkV up to 120HU (plot in Appendix, figure 41b) which is caused by the decreasing
photon attenuation coefficient with increasing photon energy (figure 2). Furthermore,
caused by the photon attenuation of the different elements the deviation between NaCl-
and NaOH-solution decreases to a minimum for 140SnkV since chlorine becomes less
dominant.
In general the CT-numbers are linear rising with the salt concentration. Numbers up
to 330HU with NaOH- and 250HU with NaCl-solutions (at 80kV) can be reached. (All
results in the appendix G, table 8)
Figure 22: CT-numbers: results of Na-solutions for 80kV, 100kV and 140SnkV tube volt-
age.
Effective atomic number The predicted Zeff for Na-solutions were confirmed by the
experimental values (figure 23a). A linear dependency can be observed with a material
dependent slope that is larger for NaCl solutions than for NaOH solutions due to the
higher charge of chlorine (Z = 17). Due to the solubility of the salts the range for Zeff
is limited to 10.5 for NaCl solutions and 8.7 for NaOH-solutions (theoretically).
In figure 23b the deviation between the predicted values (equation 5) and the experi-
mental values can be seen which is below 1% for all results. A comparison of the results
for 80kV/140SnkV and the 100kV/140SnkV show only little difference (below 1%) and
no dependency (plot can be seen in the Appendix E). (All results in the appendix G
,table 10)
Electron density In figure 24a the experimental values for the relative electron density
are depicted. The curves show linear rising slopes depending on the salt concentrations.
Here the slope for NaOH solutions is larger than that of NaCl solutions which is caused
by higher material densities (ρe− ∝ ρ, equation 7).
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(a) (b)
Figure 23: Zeff : experimental results for Na-solutions. (a) absolute numbers of Zeff
against salt concentration. (b) Deviation of predicted (formula 5) and exper-
imental values in percent. Each for both DECT voltages pairs.
The deviation between predicted and experimental ρe− (figure 24b) is below 1% for
all results. The densities used for calculation can be found in the appendix (F). No
dependency on the used voltages was found (deviation between below 0.2%). (All results
in the appendix G, table 12)
(a) (b)
Figure 24: ρe−: experimental results for Na-solutions. (a) relative electron density
against salt concentration. (b) Deviation of predicted (formula 7) and ex-
perimental values in percent. Each for both DECT voltages pairs.
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4.3. MR measurements
For the measurements in the MR scanner at 3T the 14 gel-phantoms were arranged in a
pyramid-like stack and fixed with tape as can be seen in figure 25 with the corresponding
concentrations of Barilux and agarose.
Figure 25: Phantom arrangement in MR measurements.
The pyramid of phantoms was then positioned in a 12-channel head-coil device of
the scanner, as well as a water bottle as reference. For the T2 determination with
a spin echo sequence a repetition time of TR = 5000ms and varying echo times of
TE = 8.6 · (1 : 32)ms were chosen. The FLASH sequence for T1 determination was used
with TR = 10000ms, TE = 1.29ms and varying TI from 300 to 9000ms. For shorter
imaging time the flip angle was set to 9◦. The proton density was measured with a
SE sequence with TE = 5.3ms, TR = 5ms and additional prescan normalizer to reduce
illumination effects. Detailed protocols can be found in the appendix (D.3).
Figure 26: T2 weighted MR image of gel phantoms at 3T for TE = 34.4ms. Illumination
effects on the edges right and left are observable, as well as in the water bottle
on the bottom.
In figure 26 a typical T2 weighted MR image of the gel phantoms can be seen. On the
edges right and left, especially in the bottom row illumination effects occur. They are
caused by inhomogeneous illumination of the coil volume due to multiple measurement
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channels in the coil. This should not alter the measurement of the relaxation times
since it is a systematical error that depends on location of a voxel but does not change
the images at different TE’s / TI ’s. Therefore the slope of the relaxation curves does
not change. However, since the proton density is directly proportional to the signal
these effects could have high influence on the values. To reduce this effect the coil
illumination was measured in a prescan with the body resonator coil located around the
core. A subsequent correction was done by the software. (All results are summarized in
the appendix G, table 13)
Measured T1 relaxation time The measured MR signals for the T1 measurements
(see also section 2.2.1) match well with the fit of the theoretical curve progression ac-
cording to equation 10 with an additional offset of S=30. An overview of the results for
T1 is depicted in figure 27a. In this graphical T1 map it can be seen that the relax-
ation time is homogeneous within one phantom. The deviance is less than 1% for all
gels. Thus, the influence of the illumination effects can be neglected for T1 as already
assumed above. In figure 27b T1 is plotted against the Barilux concentration, the error
(a) (b)
Figure 27: Results for T1. (a) T1 map of phantoms. Bottom: water bottle. Every pixel
with T1 < 1500ms is depicted in black, background T1 ≈ 0ms. (b) T1 [ms]
against Barilux concentration of different agarose gels.
is given by the standard deviation, which is less than 1%. Variations of T1 with the
agarose concentration can be achieved in a range from 2000ms up to 2900ms.
The range of deviance caused by increasing Barilux concentration covers about 150ms,
which corresponds to 17% of the achievable range of T1 variation. In general T1 seems
to decrease with increasing concentration of the contrast agent. This can be caused by
a higher density of the gels: With increasing number of atoms the interaction possibility
of the spins with the lattice increases as well (cf. section 2.2.1). The jump to higher
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relaxation times by adding Barilux from 0% to 2% for every set of measured phantoms
is yet unexplained but seems very systematical.
Measured T2 relaxation times For T2 the experimental fit matches well the theoret-
ical curve based on equation 13 with an additional offset of S=20. An overview of the
results for T2 is given in figure 28a. The gels with the same agarose concentration are
clearly separable from those with other concentrations. Again the times for one gel show
only minimal deviance so that the influence of the illumination effects is here negligible
as well. This is also represented in the small standard deviation used as error for the T2
which is depicted in figure 28b. A variation of T2 from 20ms to 125ms can be achieved
by varying the agarose concentration.
The range of deviation of gels with the same agarose but increasing Barilux concen-
tration is ∼ 12% of the total T2 range. A decreasing slope is observable that can be
explained by a higher interaction possibility of the spins among each other (cf. section
2.2.2). Similar to T1 an unexplained systematical jump of the values can be observed
when Barilux is added to the gels, this time to shorter relaxation times.
(a) (b)
Figure 28: T2 results: (a) T2 map of phantoms. Bottom: water bottle (T2 ≈ 1860ms).
Every pixel with T2 > 200ms is depicted in white. Gel on top right (0%
agarose) has value of about 1200ms. (b) T2 [ms] against Barilux concentra-
tion of the different agarose gels.
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Measured proton density % The % weighted MR image is depicted in figure 29a.
Results for the measured proton densities relative to the one of the water in the bottle
in the bottom are depicted in figure 29b. The deviance in water reaches up to ∼ 28%.
For the phantoms the deviance is about 25% for jars on the outside and 12% for inner
jars which reflects the illumination effects and results in total deviances up to 50%. In
the range of the resulting error no dependency can be determined nor any conclusions
can be made. Furthermore in figure 29b it can clearly be seen, that the proton density
is is higher for gels on the outside and deceases for inner gels, which represents the
observed illuminations. Thus, determination of the proton density of the phantoms does
not bring any additional information.
(a) (b)
Figure 29: % results: (a)MR-image with %-weighted sequence. (b) % relative to the water
of the bottle (bottom) against Barilux concentration of the different agarose-
gels.
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4.4. Range Measurements
For measurements with carbon ions at HIT the gel-phantoms were separately placed
directly in front of the PeakFinder device (section 3.2.4) in a PMMA phantom as holder
(figure 30a). The Na-solution were previously filled into cell culture flasks (figure 30b).
The PeakFinder itself was positioned before the beam tube with the beam path in
the center of the opening through the phantoms. The carbon ions had an energy of
270MeV/u and a focal spot size of 3.1mm FWHM.
The spatial measurement interval for the energy deposition curve was 0.1mm which can
be considered as error for the WEPL measurements.
(a) (b)
Figure 30: Measurements with the PeakFinder: (a) Gel phantoms inside PMMA phan-
tom used as holder (b) Na-solution filled in cell culture flask.
4.4.1. Results of barium sulfate doped agarose gels
For reasons of time limitation not all gels were measured at HIT. Nevertheless the whole
range of possibly achievable electron densities was exploited.
WEPL In figure 31a the measured WEPL can be seen plotted against the Barilux
concentration of the gels.
The progression shows a linear slope with both rising Barilux and agarose concentra-
tion due to the similar slope observed for the electron density (WEPL ∝ ρe−,m/ρe−,w).
Therefore the result for 2% Barilux and the one for 6% agarose (encircled) does not
match the expectancy (see discussion 5.1). A range of 1% in variation of the WEPL
can be achieved by varying the Barilux concentration. Furthermore, the WEPL is also
dependent on the agarose concentration which allows variation up to ∼ 2%. Combined
a variation of ∼ 3% seems possible.
In the evaluation two different references were used to calculate the WEPL: an empty
PMMA jar and one filled with water (section 3.2.4). The deviances between the obtained
results are 0.04% and 0.18% dependent on the date (and room) of the experiment (plot
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(a) (b)
Figure 31: (a) WEPL results for gel-phantoms at 0.9Rmax. (b) ln(I) against Barilux
concentration. Encircled: values doe not follow predicted progressions.
in the appendix, figure 44). This can be caused by slightly different setups. Nevertheless,
the deviances are negligible compared to variations in the WEPL needed for tissue simu-
lation. Therefore, in following plots and calculation the values from the water reference
calculations were used. (All results in the appendix G, table 14)
I-Value Calculated from the experimental WEPL with the Bethe formula (equation
16) the obtained range of the I-value-variation of the gel-phantoms reaches from 75eV (∼
water) to 92eV. This corresponds to a variation range of 23%. A plot of the in the Bloch
equation (14) relevant logarithm of the I-value can be seen in figure 31b against the
Barilux concentration. The possible range of variation of ln(I) by changing the Barilux
concentration from 0 to 20% is 3%. A change of 4% in agarose concentration leads to
∼ 2% in ln(I) variation. Combined a range of 5% can be achieved which.
Again the encircled results do not follow the progression of the other values. Comparison
to values calculated with the additivity rule after Bragg was not possible since the I-value
of barium is not listed in the NIST database. (All results in the appendix G, table 14)
4.4.2. Results of Na-Solutions
WEPL As can be seen in figure 32 a wide range of the WEPL of 25% can be achieved
with NaOH-solutions. The corresponding results for NaCl-solutions cover a range of
about 7% for the produced solutions. As expected the results show a linear rising slope
with the salt concentration similar to the measured electron densities. (All results in
the appendix G, table 15)
I-Value The results for the I-value calculated with the additivity rule (equation 17)
with the I-values of the components from the NIST-database ([5]) are shown in figure
32
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Figure 32: Measured WEPL at 0.9Rmax of Na-solution phantoms against salt concen-
tration.
33a. Compared to the experimental results (figure 33b) calculated from the measured
WEPL after equation 16 high differences can be seen in progression and absolute values.
The result for water calculated with the additivity rule is 69eV in contrast to the 75eV
used for calculation of the experimental results. Furthermore, it was observed that a
difference in the WEPL of a few percent already changes the I-value in a range up to
10eV. Thus, the results should show high sensitivity to uncertainties in the WEPL and,
therefor, high uncertainties as well. In experimental results the I-value can be varied
from 82 to 88eV. (All results in the appendix G, table 15)
(a) (b)
Figure 33: I-value results for Na-solutions: (a) Calculated with additivity rule (equation
17) and I-value of components from [5] (b) Calculated from measured WEPL
after equation 16.
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4.5. Reproducibility and durability
To test the reproducibility and to find a routine for mixing the gels another set was
mixed previous to the ones used for the actual experiments. In figure 34 one can see
a comparison of the results for Zeff . The observable small variations (1-2%) can be
explained by slightly different agarose and Barilux concentrations because less water
was added to the test gels after boiling them than actually evaporated. This means that
the measured values are sensitive to the agarose and Barilux concentrations and weight
controls along with refilling of evaporated water is recommended for exact adjustment.
Figure 34: Comparison of Zeff for reproducibility between two sets of gels of the sup-
posed same properties (additional test gels marked with F).
For tests of durability the jars with the gels were stored for about 6 weeks lying on
one defined side. Possible sedimentations of Barilux could be detected in CT images by
increasing contrast on the bottom. During this 6 weeks no visible changes to the gels
could be observed. Additionally, after this time another DECT scan was performed.
Comparing both 80kV CT images (figure 35a and 35b) no changes in contrast and,
thus, no sedimentations of Barilux for all gels could be observed.
(a) (b)
Figure 35: Durability test: CT image at 80kV of a gel with 1% agarose, 20% Barilux (a)
01.06.12 (b) 16.07.12. No inhomogeneities are observable.
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5. Discussion and outlook
5.1. Inter-correlations
The WEPL and the experimental electron density show a linear dependency as expected
theoretically since: WEPL ∝ rel.ρe− (figure 36a). The encircled values do not follow
this progression clearly. For the calculation of the WEPL a unitary length of the gels
was approximated. The gels with the deviant results showed to be slightly longer, for the
screw caps weren’t closed completely. (see section 5.2.1, figure 38d). Thus, the deviance
could be caused by the beam traversing through more gel, than assumed. This would
lead to an increase in the WEPL. These values should therefore be taken out of account.
This effect shows the high sensitivity of the measurement, to uncertainties in the length
measurement of the gels. An error of at least 0.5mm should be supposed which already
results in WEPL uncertainties of 1% which is high for the possible adjustment range of
only 3%.
(a) (b)
Figure 36: (a) The WEPL against the experimental rel. electron density shows the
expected linear slope. (b) ln(I) against ln(Zeff ) shows linear dependency as
suggested by Hünemohr et. al. [20]. Encircled values should be taken out of
account.
Plotting the logarithm of the I-value against the logarithm of the effective atomic
number showed a linear dependency. This confirms the suggestion by Hünemohr et. al.
([20]) (figure 36b). Again the encircled values mentioned above need to be neglected.
There was no dependency found between the I-value or the WEPL to the MR-relaxation
times T1 and T2. Nevertheless, it is possible to change the I-value without significantly
changing the relaxation times by varying only the Barilux concentration. The plots can
be found in the appendix (figure 45a and 45b).
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5.2. Choice of phantom materials
Table 4: Summary of the influence of all used materials on the obtained values
Value Agarose Barilux NaCl NaOH
CT-numbers (80kV) 10 to 15HU 0 to 260HU 0 to 250HU 0 to 330 HU
Zeff Influence <0.5% 7.5 to 10.2 7.5 to 9.5 7.5 to 8.2
Rel. ρe− ∼ 2% ∼ 2% 7% 25%
T1 2000 to 2900ms Influence 17% NA NA
T2 20 to 120ms Influence 12% NA NA
WEPL 2% 1% 7% 25%
I-value 75 to 80eV 75 to 91eV 82 to 87eV 82 to 88eV
5.2.1. Agarose
DECT imaging Agarose provides only minimal influence in DECT imaging, as desired.
The results for the CT numbers showed an affect of agarose that is low compared to
the ones of the solutes, but not totally negligible.The effective atomic number showed
hardly any influence on the agarose concentration (<0.5%). This allows adjustment of
Zeff only with solutes in the gels independent from the agarose. The electron density
showed little variation possibility with the agarose concentration of ∼ 2% which is small
compared to variation in tissue. However, this variation can be achieved with agarose
without influencing Zeff . The difference between CT numbers at different voltages
is < 1% for agarose gels without Barilux, thus the CT numbers of agarose gels are
independent from the used tube voltages (Plots: appendix 41a). This shows that in CT
agarose gels are water equivalent.
MR imaging The T2 relaxation times variation with agarose showed a wide range
between 20 to 120ms. As can be seen in figure 37b this covers relaxation times of many
different tissues. Thus, it is possible to change T2 in the necessary range for tissue
simulation by adjusting the agarose concentration.
In contrast T1 of the agarose gels does not cover range of the tissue relaxation times
(figure 37a). Since variation to higher agarose concentration is hardly possible, due to
difficulties in production, the necessary T1 relaxation times are not achievable. In liter-
ature ([19]) solutes of nickel are described that can change T1 in agarose gels. However,
this is likely to cause variation in CT values as well.
Ion ranges Agarose showed little influence on the WEPL and the I-value of the
phantoms. Nevertheless, this influence is in the same order as the one achievable with
Barilux. By choosing solutes with higher variation possibility in ion ranges agarose
would still allow adjustments in the necessary accuracies.
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(a) (b)
Figure 37: Comparison to tissue: (a) relaxation times of gel-phantoms and tissue at 3T.
(b T2 relaxation times of gel-phantoms and tissue 3T.)
Occurring air pockets on top of the gels (figure 38d) needed to be filled with new agarose
gels before the measurement. Otherwise the missing range through the gels could have
had an influence of several mm to the ion ranges. Therefore these air pockets should be
avoided.
Problems in density determination The prediction of the electron densities showed
high uncertainties due to problems determining the densities of the gels. Only one
phantom consisting of Barilux and water without any agarose showed a deviance between
predicted and experimental values below 0.5%. For this phantom the density could be
calculated (equation 27). This leads to the conclusion that the observed deviance for
the other gels is mainly based on imprecise density determination. In contrast to salt
solutions or fluids in water the density of gels can not be calculated but needs to be
measured. Determination of the density was not possible in the necessary precision
due to air pockets on top of the gels. These pockets could not be removed during
production and were caused by the construction of the screw cap of the PMMA jars.
The densities used for calculation were determined by filling these pockets with water.
By weighing the added mass of water the missing volume was calculated. Since the
obtained deviances to the experimental values are in the same order as the variable range
of the relative electron density achievable with Barilux and agarose, further investigation
in density determination is strongly required. Furthermore the screw cap construction
needs to be improved to avoid air pockets. This would already allow more precise density
determination as well as the right setup for range measurements (see above).
Further advantages Agarose as a phantom material can easily be produced and han-
dled as well as it is cheap.
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It proved to be a very stable and flexible material as can be seen in figure 38a and
38b. Therefore phantoms in the desired shapes could be formed. Furthermore, gels with
different agarose concentration can be placed directly on each other without mixing up
(figure 38c). Both properties together make the production of anthropomorphic phan-
toms possible by using agarose gels. Due to the net inside the gels sedimentations of the
solutes is prevented and the phantoms can be used over a long time period.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 38: Agarose gels showed to be (a) stable, (b) flexible under light pressure (4%
agarose) and (c) possible to place on each other without mixing up (6%
agarose, 0,2 and 8% Barilux). (d) Occurring problem: air pocket on top of
the gels.
5.2.2. Barilux
DECT imaging Barilux allows high variation possibilities for the CT numbers and
the effective atomic number of the phantoms, as desired. Furthermore, the used
concentration can be extended, so a Zeff up to ∼ 14 could be achieved covering tissues
from water up to compact bone (cf. table 1) (as well for CT-numbers). In contrast
the achievable variation in the electron density of the phantoms is low compared to
values in tissue. Thus, Barilux does not provide the possibility to simulate tissue in all
necessary physical properties.
MR imaging The influence of the decrease of T1 with the Barilux concentration with
12% is not negligible. Nevertheless, caused by increasing density of the phantoms, the
observed progression would occur with every solute added to the gels. This progression
has to be taken into account but is no major obstacle. This is also the case for the
decreasing progression of T2 with increasing contrast agent.
However, separation of the phantoms by agarose concentration is still possible for both
relaxation times. Thus, adjustment of the imaging properties of the phantoms is achiev-
able in the necessary accuracy.
Ion ranges The achievable variation in the WEPL by varying the Barilux concentration
covers only a small range of 2% caused by similar ranges of the electron density. This
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range is not sufficient to cover tissue equivalent values.
Barilux showed unexpectedly low electron density (≈ water) for a material with a high
effective atomic number of ≈ 15 compared to natural body materials. From the resulting
WEPL the calculated I-value, however, covered a range from water to bone (figure 39).
This underlines that barium sulfate is no appropriate material for tissue simulation since
its physical properties show major differences to the ones of body materials.
Figure 39: Comparison I-value of different tissues and of gel phantoms [5].
Deviance between theoretical and experimental Zeff As described in section 3.1.2
the theoretical effective atomic number of Barilux after equation 5 is 16.5. A compari-
son of the experimental to the theoretical values (figure 40) shows deviances up to 6%
systematically dependent on the Barilux concentration.
The experimental result for pure Barilux measured in the DECT, however, was 14.81.
This result equals theoretical calculations assuming 30% less Barilux concentration (i.e.
30% of the total amount of the dominant BaSO4) in the gels than was actually used.
Thus, a possible reason for the observed deviance could be a differing percentage of
BaSO4 in the contrast agent. Deviations caused by neglecting other components in the
contrast agent have hardly any influence on the theoretical values.
A more likely explanation for occurring deviances is the photon cross section of barium
(figure 2). There is a hard jump at a photon energy of about 50keV that causes the
attenuation to increase by ∼30% to the previous value. This abnormality may lead to
different information extracted from the DECT data images than would be predicted
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Figure 40: Deviation of Zeff between theoretical and experimental values.
theoretically. Since the jump in attenuation is not taken into account in the theoretical
calculations, but is nevertheless present, for further predictions the experimental Zeff
of Barilux was used. Furthermore, other experiments ([9]) as well as the results of Na-
solutions showed good agreement to the experimental results. As presented the effect
of barium carried out to the results of the gels, thus, the predictions were confirmed
in experiment. The corresponding effect on ρe− can not be predicted since there is no
linear relationship to Zeff but possible deviances should be taken into account.
5.2.3. Na-solutions
DECT imaging The limit to variation of the properties of NaCl- and NaOH-salts is
given by their solubility. The effective atomic number can be varied up to 10.5 for
NaCl (theoretically) which allows simulation of soft tissues. It covers the desired range
of Zeff from 8-10 to close the gap in the look-up tables. NaOH is already theoretically
limited to a Zeff of 8.7. Since this range covers soft tissues, NaOH solutions are still a
candidate for DECT phantoms. It allows precise adjustment due to the high masses of
salt needed for small variations. Furthermore, the resulting increase in density leads to
a correspondent range in the relative electron density of 25%. NaCl-solutions allow
a range of 7% in the examined concentrations. This value is still expandable (up to
∼ 10%) since not the whole solubility of NaCl was exploited. Nevertheless these ranges
cover values of soft tissue but not bone.
Ion ranges Variation in electron densities directly corresponds to the WEPL vari-
ations for which similar adjustments can be achieved. In contrast to Barilux the I-
values of the Na-solutions showed variation possibilities from ≈ 82 to 87/88eV. Thus,
Na-solutions show more similarities to body’s own materials for the electron density
variation is high but with only small influence in the I-value.
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5.2.4. Conclusions
The aim of this Bachelor thesis was the production of Barilux loaded agarose gels for
a feasibility study as multimodality phantoms for application in ion RT. Therefore, the
parameters influencing the physics of radiation and imaging were assessed in their inde-
pendent adjustability and tissue equivalence.
The results of this work showed that independent adjustment of interaction properties
with photon and ion radiation and imaging properties in MR is possible. Agarose gel
phantoms were easily produced and handled as well as stable and are, thus, a good
candidate for CT/MRI multimodality phantoms. Even though not the total range of
desired physical properties was achieved with the produced phantoms, the principle of
agarose gels with additional solutes is very promising for further studies. The results of
barium sulfate doped agarose gels presented in literature [1] could be confirmed.
Agarose showed the desired properties in therms of T2 relaxation time and DECT pa-
rameters: adjustment of T2 times was possible covering a wide range of soft tissues and
hardly any influence on DECT imaging and ion ranges could be observed.
Barilux showed small influence in MR imaging, so that adjustment of the relaxation
times using agarose is possible in the necessary accuracy. In therms of the CT-numbers
and Zeff Barilux can cover a range to simulate tissue up to bone.
Furthermore, agarose gels can be recommended as phantom materials for they give the
additional possibility of shaping the gels individually in a stable way.
Na-solutions could as well be taken as solutes in gel phantoms for soft tissue simulation.
Especially NaCl-solutions should show only little affect on relaxation times either.
The whole range of desired physical properties could not be achieved with the CT con-
trast agent Barilux: variation in the electron density and the WEPL are far too low for
realistic tissue simulation in contrast to the achievable Zeff . But, furthermore, even the
high modification possibility in Zeff that would even allow simulation of bone has high
uncertainties given by the deviances between experimental and theoretical values.
Except for the CT contrast, for all used phantom materials the range of adjustments is
limited to soft tissue. It is not possible to simulate bone which would be an important
part in anthropomorphic phantoms for it shows the highest stopping power for ions.
Therefore, an alternative to the CT contrast agent should be found. Furthermore T1
is not adjustable with agarose in the desired range, so that another MR contrast solute
needs to be found to accept this role.
5.3. Outlook
To achieve the desired physical properties in T1, ρe− and the WEPL new solutes to the
gels need to be found. In the search for alternatives for Barilux the following properties
should be taken into account:
• Body’s own materials are always promising candidates to achieve similar affects in
synthetic materials. Therefore potassium and calcium compounds should be con-
sidered for bone simulations. High atomic numbers can lead to non linearities in
DECT imaging. Therefore the attenuation cross sections of the involved elements
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for the used photon energies should be checked previously. In contrast to bar-
ium sulfate potassium and calcium represent body’s own material. For example
potassium citrate (K3C6H5O7) could be used for simulation of tissues involving
bone.
• Previous calculations of the electron density can already give information on the
achievable experimental ranges. Due to the linear dependency to the stopping
power, WEPL predictions can already be made as well.
• Since the linear dependency between the I-value and the effective atomic number
was again confirmed in this work, predictions from Zeff to the I-value can be made.
• The solubility of the compound always needs to be considered for it gives limits
to the achievable ranges.
• For low influence on the relaxation times the amount of hydrogen in the material
should be held constant.
The small influence of Barilux on the electron density and ion ranges but high effect
on the CT-numbers and Zeff opens the possibility that in DECT the obtained values
could be adjusted independently. Therefore, an additional solute is needed which influ-
ences ρe− but shows hardly any effect on Zeff . Corresponding materials should show
small charge numbers but high densities. To achieve high densities in aqueous solutes
the solubility of the material needs to be very high or an alternative basis to water would
be necessary.
The range of variation in the CT-number and Zeff could still be extended with higher
barium sulfate concentrations. The contrast agent used in literature [1] showed a much
higher concentration of barium sulfate. The resulting concentrations in the gels reached
up to 6%, resulting in CT-numbers up to 900HU, which is not achievable with with the
contrast agent used in this work (Barilux, ratio of BaSO4 ∼ 5%). Thus, a different
contrast agent could be used.
To resolve the uncertainties in the origin of the deviation between the theoretical and
experimental Zeff of Barilux the elemental composition should be determined. This
way possible wrong assumptions about the Barilux ingredients or wrong DECT Zeff
calculations can be eliminated.
For possible improvements of the MR parameters achievable with gel phantoms the
following approaches should be considered:
• Since there are two different MR relaxation times varying independently for dif-
ferent tissues the possibility of independent adjustment in phantoms would be
reasonable. Therefore, additional solutes are needed without influencing the ion
ranges. In literature [19] Ni(NO3)2 is presented as a solute to agarose gels phan-
toms that allows variation of T1 from 180-1400ms while T2 is independently varied
with the agarose. The used ratio of nickel in this paper reached up to 8mM, which,
thus, shouldn’t have a high influence on CT and ion range measurements. Hence,
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Ni(NO3)2 would be a promising candidate for further studies to extend the ad-
justability of agarose gel phantoms with independent T1 variation.
• Since bone does not give any contrast in MR imaging simulation based on aqueous
solutions is not possible for the water always leads to high signals. Maybe phan-
toms based on plastics would be an alternative for this problem.
• For a higher range of T2 times it should be reattempted to produce gels with higher
and lower agarose concentrations. Production of gels with less than 1% agarose
should be easily feasible. It should be noted that gels with very low agarose con-
centration may need higher boiling times to solute the agarose. Those gels are
softer in consistency and need to be handled more carefully. Agarose gels with
concentration higher than 6% are more difficult to produce, since inhomogeneities
can occur easily. This problem should be reduced by pivoting or stirring the gels
more often during heating. For less dependency of the temperature of the gel on
the spatial position in the flask a coating should be used. Thus, gels up to 7 or
8% might be producible.
With higher concentration also the T1 relaxation times could be shortened. Nev-
ertheless, it is not conceivable to reach the desired tissue equivalent ranges with
the possible increase in agarose concentration.
For the produced gels improvements of the PMMA jars are reasonable: A new con-
struction of the screw cap is necessary. The air pockets need to be avoided for density
determination and the setup in range measurements. A small hole in the cap could
resolve the problem, so that captured air can escape. Nevertheless, if the air pockets
cannot be avoided during production refilling them with gel afterwards proofed to be
sufficient for use in range measurements.
The feasibility to form anthropomorphic phantoms with agarose gels seems possible.
Following studies could therefore try to produce agarose gels in the desired shapes.
Contact of agarose gels with different concentrations didn’t show diffusion effects. Due
to the net build up by the agarose also the concentrations of the solutes is constant over
the phantom for long time periods. Head shaped phantoms could therefore be produced
by combining different agarose gels and solutes in different regions. Markers in CT and
MR imaging could be set by varying the solute and agarose concentration locally. This
makes accurate adjustments in ion therapy experiments possible.
Due to the easy and cheap way of production phantoms can additional be equipped with
detectors, which can be removed again. The combination of multimodality phantoms
with the BANG-gel technology could make dosimetry studies possible with realistic
physical properties. Nevertheless, the effect of the used polymers in DECT imaging and
ion ranges need to be examined in further studies. This way end-to-end tests can be
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HF High radio frequency




D.1. Mixing protocol for Barilux-loaded agarose gels
Materials
• Volumetric flask (should have at least 4 times the volume that it will be filled with)
• 2 beakers
• Syringe with a big cannula
• Scales (range mg up to 200g)
• Weighing paper
• Magnetic stirrer with magnetic stir bar





• CT contrast agent suspension (here: Barilux CT)
Implementation
1. Fill the required mass of water into the flask using the scales (higher precision).
2. Add desired mass of contrast agent to the water (while the flask is on the scale),
therefore use the syringe with the cannula for infilling the exact amount.
3. Swirl the flask so the contrast agent gets mixed up with the water (it is not
necessary to be entirely mixed for this will happen during boiling. If, however, no
agarose will be added and the mixture will not be boiled, then one should use the
magnetic stirrer so the contras agent will be fully mixed with the water, in this
case afterwards go on with step 9).
4. Weigh out the required agarose powder on the weighing paper, add to the mixture
in the flask and pivot it.
5. Weigh out the total mass of the whole flask with the mixture in it (it will be
remeasured after boiling, so the mass of the evaporated water can be determined)
and write it down.
IV
D Protocols
6. Put the flask with the mixture into the microwave. It should be boiling for at least
one minute. Pivot 2 to 3 times during heating. Make sure the agarose is fully in
solution and no cords are to be seen. If necessary extend the boiling time until it
is. Caution: when the flask is too small the mixture can easily boil over. Use an
oven mitt to take out the flask for it can be very hot.
7. Remeasure the mass of the flask with the heated solution. Compare with the
mass before heating. Refill the water that was evaporated during boiling with the
syringe. Add about 0.2g more, for water will still be evaporating.
8. Stir with the magnetic stirrer (about one minute until the water is mixed up with
the gel) and check the mass afterwards again, since during stirring more water
evaporates (should be compensated by the amount of water you added additionally,
if not repeat step 7 and 8).
9. Fill the hot gel-mixture into the jar and close it right afterwards.











Tube voltage (a) 80/140kV (b) 100/140kV
D.3. MR-measurement protocols










TI 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000,
2400, 2800, 3200, 3600, 4000, 4800, 5600, 6400, 7200,
8000 and 9000ms
Prescan normalize off

























D.4. WEPL measurement protocol
Energy 270MeV/u
Type Carbon ions (12C)
Focus 1 (3.1mm FWHM)
Energy level 125
Intensity I3








Figure 41: Energy dependent deviation of the CT numbers.
The deviation of the CT numbers (figure 41b, 41a) is systematically dependent on
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the salt-/Barilux-concentration and voltage difference. This is caused by the photon
cross section of dominant Ba/Na/Cl (figure 2). The decreasing attenuation with higher
photon energies results in increasing CT-numbers.
Zeff and ρe− for the Na-solutions and the agarose gel-phantoms: only minor differences
(<1%) observable between results calculated with different tube voltages.
(a) (b)
Figure 42: Deviations caused by different tube voltages for gel phantoms from data with
80kV/140SnkV and 100kV/140SnkV for (a) Zeff and (b) ρe−
(a) (b)
Figure 43: Deviations caused by different tube voltages for Na-solution phantoms from
data with 80kV/140SnkV and 100kV/140SnkV for (a) Zeff and (b) ρe−
IX
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E.2. Range measurements and MRI
Figure 44: Deviation of WEPL between water reference and PMMA reference depending
on date and room of experiment.
(a) (b)
Figure 45: ln(I) against relaxation times: Variation of I possible by changing Barilux





Barilux CT is a contrast agent produced by Sanochemia. The materials of content, as
far as revealed by Sanochemia and as used for theoretical calculations are listed below.
Table 5: Barilux: Materials of contents, concentrations and Zeff
Materials Concentration Concentration Zeff Zeff
of content [g/100ml] [%] (theo.) (exp.)
Barium sulfate 5 4,72 45,97 NA
Maltitol 5,04 4,75 6,92 NA
Sodium ∼ 0,19 0,18 11 NA
Potassium ∼ 0,05 0,05 19 NA
Water ∼ 92,4 87,17 7,45 NA
Other ∼ 3.32 3,13 NA NA
(including Na, K)
Total Barilux 16,5 14,87
’Other’ includes:
Microcristalline cellulose-carmellose-sodium (85:15), xanthan gum, sodium citrate x
2H2O, citric acid, strawberry flavor, saccharin-sodium, potassium sorbate (Ph.Eur., E
202), sodium benzoate (E211).
In theoretical calculation of Zeff all materials listed under ’Other’ were combined and
approximated as Maltitol, for the effective atomic numbers are very similar. Only the
amounts of sodium and potassium were additionally included in calculation.
It should be noted, that for prediction of Zeff the experimental value for Barilux was
used (see discussion 5.2.2).




F.2. List of produced gel-phantoms
Table 6: Concentration (agarose and Barilux) and predicted Zeff and rel. ρe− for pro-
duced gel-phantoms
No. Agarose Barilux Zeff Rel. ρe−
[%] [%] (predicted) (predicted)
1 1 0 7.44 0.975
2 1 2 7.79 0.984
3 1 8 8.67 0.994
4 1 14 9.40 0.998
5 1 20 10.03 1.000
6 4 0 7.43 0.986
7 4 2 7.78 0.996
8 4 8 8.67 1.005
9 4 14 9.39 1.009
10 4 20 10.02 1.012
11 6 0 7.42 0.993
12 6 2 7.77 1.003
13 6 8 8.66 1.012




NaCl Solubility: 359g/l at 20◦C
Figure 46: Density curve of aqueous NaCl-solutions at room temperature (data from
wikipedia.org)
NaOH Solubility: 1090g/l at 20◦C
Figure 47: Density curve of aqueous NaOH-solutions at room temperature (data from
wikipedia.org)
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G. Summary-tables of results
G.1. CT-numbers
Table 7: Results for CT-numbers of gel-phantoms at different tube voltages
No. Agarose Barilux CT-numbers [HU] CT-numbers [HU] CT-numbers [HU]
[%] [%] at 80kV at 100kV at 140SnkV
1 1 0 5 4 4
2 1 2 29 22 12
3 1 8 105 82 41
4 1 14 187 145 71
5 1 20 264 206 99
6 4 0 14 13 14
7 4 2 41 34 23
8 4 8 117 94 52
9 4 14 196 153 79
10 4 20 269 211 105
11 6 0 20 19 19
12 6 2 47 39 30
13 6 8 123 99 57
14 0 8 95 71 33
Table 8: Results for CT-numbers of Na-solution-phantoms at different tube voltages
No. Type Salt CT-numbers [HU] CT-numbers [HU] CT-numbers [HU]
[%] at 80kV at 100kV at 140SnkV
1 NaCl 1.3 22 20 14
2 NaCl 4.0 67 57 38
3 NaCl 7.1 118 99 65
4 NaCl 10.7 181 150 96
5 NaCl 14.8 254 210 135
6 NaOH 8.9 104 101 95
7 NaOH 27.8 330 316 229
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G.2. Zeff
Table 9: Results for Zeff of mixed gel-phantoms
No. Agarose Barilux Zeff Zeff Zeff
[%] [%] (theo.) (exp.: 80kV/140SnkV) (exp.: 100kV/140SnkV)
1 1 0 7.44 7.45 7.42
2 1 2 7.79 7.80 7.79
3 1 8 8.67 8.69 8.72
4 1 14 9.40 9.48 9.53
5 1 20 10.03 10.12 10.21
6 4 0 7.43 7.45 7.40
7 4 2 7.78 7.82 7.83
8 4 8 8.67 8.71 8.75
9 4 14 9.39 9.48 9.45
10 4 20 10.02 10.07 10.11
11 6 0 7.42 7.45 7.37
12 6 2 7.77 7.80 7.78
13 6 8 8.66 8.70 8.72
14 0 8 8.68 8.67 8.65
Table 10: Results for Zeff of mixed Na-solution-phantoms
No. Type Salt Zeff (theo.) Zeff Zeff
[%] (exp.: 80kV/140SnkV) (exp.: 100kV/140SnkV)
1 NaCl 1.3 7.66 7.65 7.62
2 NaCl 4.0 8.07 8.08 8.06
3 NaCl 7.1 8.50 8.53 8.48
4 NaCl 10.7 8.95 8.98 8.97
5 NaCl 14.8 9.41 9.45 9.44
6 NaOH 8.9 7.70 7.70 7.65
7 NaOH 27.8 8.20 8.22 8.17
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G.3. ρe−
Table 11: Results for ρe− (rel.) of mixed gel-phantoms
No. Agarose Barilux Rel. ρe− Rel. ρe− Rel. ρe−
[%] [%] (theo.) (exp.: 80kV/140SnkV) (exp. 100kV/140SnkV)
1 1 0 0.975 1.004 1.005
2 1 2 0.984 1.005 1.005
3 1 8 0.994 1.013 1.012
4 1 14 0.998 1.020 1.018
5 1 20 1.000 1.025 1.022
6 4 0 0.986 1.014 1.015
7 4 2 0.996 1.016 1.015
8 4 8 1.005 1.023 1.021
9 4 14 1.009 1.027 1.027
10 4 20 1.012 1.033 1.033
11 6 0 0.993 1.020 1.022
12 6 2 1.003 1.023 1.023
13 6 8 1.012 1.028 1.028
14 0 8 1.004 1.005 1.005
Table 12: Results ρe− (rel.) of mixed Na-solution-phantoms
No. Type Salt Rel. ρe− Rel. ρe− Rel. ρe−
[%] (theo.) (exp.: 80kV/140SnkV) (exp.: 100kV/140SnkV)
1 NaCl 1.3 1.006 1.012 1.013
2 NaCl 4.0 1.022 1.024 1.025
3 NaCl 7.1 1.041 1.040 1.042
4 NaCl 10.7 1.062 1.061 1.062
5 NaCl 14.8 1.088 1.081 1.082
6 NaOH 8.9 1.082 1.089 1.090
7 NaOH 27.8 1.255 1.266 1.267
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G.4. Relaxation times and proton density
Table 13: Results for T1, T2 and % (rel.) of gel-phantoms
No. Agarose Barilux T1 [ms] T2 [ms] Rel. %
[%] [%] (exp.) (exp.) (exp.)
1 1 0 2761.81 125.22 0.852
2 1 2 2863.10 118.90 0.772
3 1 8 2789.75 117.78 0.674
4 1 14 2767.97 111.35 0.748
5 1 20 2733.45 109.20 0.868
6 4 0 2298.56 34.64 0.765
7 4 2 2413.07 31.85 0.697
8 4 8 2434.55 31.14 0.646
9 4 14 2297.39 31.57 0.760
10 4 20 2308.42 20.21 0.767
11 6 0 2047.00 21.54 0.628
12 6 2 2184.34 20.22 0.691
13 6 8 2161.35 20.63 0.708
14 0 8 2862.34 1204.93 0.868
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G.5. WEPL and I-value
Table 14: Results for WEPL and I-value of gel-phantoms
No. Agarose Barilux WEPL WEPL I-value [eV] I-value [eV]
[%] [%] (exp. 0.9Rmax) (exp. 0.9Rmax) (exp) (exp)
PMMA ref. water ref. PMMA ref. water ref.
1 1 0 0.9994 1.0012 79.3 78.1
3 1 8 1.0047 1.0065 81.9 80.7
5 1 20 1.0084 1.0102 88.8 87.4
6 4 0 1.0110 1.0114 79.6 79.3
7 4 2 1.0302 1.0306 69.5 69.3
8 4 8 1.0100 1.0118 85.2 83.9
10 4 20 1.0135 1.0139 91.4 91.1
13 6 8 1.0227 1.0245 81.6 80.4
14 0 8 1.0024 1.0027 77.4 77.2
Table 15: Results for WEPL and I-value of Na-solution-phantoms
No. Type Salt WEPL I-value [eV] I-value [ev]
[%] (theo.) (exp.)
1 NaCl 1.3 1.0000 69.83 83.14
2 NaCl 4 1.0138 71.26 81.83
3 NaCl 7.1 1.0284 72.95 81.03
4 NaCl 10.7 1.0444 74.98 87.23
5 NaCl 14.8 1.0652 77.39 85.04
6 NaOH 8.9 1.0761 71.93 83.68
7 NaOH 27.8 1.2426 78.37 88.41
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H. Project internship report:
’DECT Kalibrierung im Bereich von Zeff = 8-10 mit
wässrigen Na-Lösungen’
H.1. Einleitung
Ziel dieses Projektpraktikums war das Herstellen von Salz-Lösungen verschiedener Konzen-
trationen und damit unterschiedlichen effektiven Ladungszahlen, die einen Bereich von
Zeff = 8 − 10 abdecken sollten. Auf diese Weise soll eine Kalibrierung durchgeführt
und eine bisher bestehende Lücke in der look-up Tabellen zur Ionentherapieplanung mit
dem Dual-Energy CT (DECT) geschlossen werden. Nach einer Aufnahme der Lösungen
im DECT und Auswertung der Bilder durch Siemens sollen die Ergebnisse der effek-
tiven Ladung sowie der Elektronendichten mit den zuvor berechneten, theoretisch zu
erwartenden Werten verglichen werden.
Eine kurze Einleitung zum DECT findet sich in Abschnitt H.2.1. Im darauf folgenden
Abschnitt werden die verschiedenen Formeln zur Berechnung der gewünschten Werte
vorgestellt und diskutiert.
Um geeignete Materialien für die Lösungen zu wählen und die damit erzielbaren Werte
für die effektive Ladung zu errechnen, war es zunächst nötig sich mit den Eigenschaften
von Lösungen vertraut zu machen. Die für dieses Projekt nützlichen Fakten sind in Ab-
schnitt H.2.3 zusammengefasst. Die letztlich ausgewählten Stoffe und ihre Eigenschaften
finden sich in H.3.1: . Die berechneten Werte der damit angerührten Lösungen und die
Durchführung der Messung sind in den darauf folgenden Teilen H.3.2 und H.4 zu finden.
Die Ergebnisse von Siemens sind nicht mehr im Laufe dieses Projektpraktikums angekom-
men. Diese wurden zum Zeitpunkt der Bachelorarbeit ausgewertet und sind in dieser zu
finden.
Im Anhang gibt es ein Anleitungsblatt zum Mischen der Lösungen mit wichtigen Hin-
weisen und Tipps zum Vorgang (H.6.1). Zudem sind dort die Daten der verwendeten
Stoffe zu finden (Abschnitt H.6.2), sowie allgemeine Tabellen beider Salzlösungen mit
Massenanteilen in Prozent, sowie den dazu errechneten Werten für die effektive Ladung
und die Elektronendichte (Abschnitt H.6.3).
H.2. Hintergrund
H.2.1. Dual-Energy CT
Bei der Behandlungsplanung zur Strahlentherapie ist eine sehr genaue Lokalisation und
Gewebedifferenzierung des Tumors entscheidend. Das Dual-Energy CT (DECT) bi-
etet hierzu große Vorteile. Durch die simultane Aufzeichnung von zwei unabhängigen
tomografischen Schichtstapeln mit unterschiedlichen Photonenenergien lassen sich so
die effektiven Ladungszahlen und die Elektronendichte von Geweben ermitteln. Da
sich Tumorgewebe durch zum Beispiel Einlagerung schwerer Elemente oder Erhöhung
der Massendichte in den Werten der effektiven Ladung und der Elektronendichte vom
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Figure 48: Schematische Zeichnung des von Siemens entwickelten DECT mit zwei Rönt-
genröhren und Detektorsystemen [11]
gesunden Gewebe unterscheidet, bietet so das DECT Möglichkeiten zur genaueren Dif-
ferenzierung ([1]).
Das von Siemens entwickelten Gerät benutzt dazu zwei Röntgenröhren und Detek-
Figure 49: Photonenspektren der Röntgenröhren resultierend aus Bremsstrahlung bei
80kVp, 140kVp, sowie mit zusätzlichem Zinn-Filter. [8]
toren, die jeweils um 95◦ zueinander verschoben sind (siehe Abbildung 48). Beim Dual-
Energy CT werden diese beiden Quellen mit unterschiedlichen maximalen Spannungen
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betrieben, hier z.B. bei 80kVp (peak kilo Volt) und 140kVp. Das so ausgesandte Spek-
trum aus Bremsstrahlung ist kontinuierlich, mit (in diesem Fall) mittlere Energien bei
etwa 56 und 76keV (Abbildung 49).
Diese Technik nutzt die energieabhängigen Unterschiede in der Photonschwächung ver-
schiedener Materialien aus. Die Schwächung beruht (in den verwendeten Energiebere-
ichen) auf dem Comptoneffekt, kohärenter Streuung und dem Photoeffekt. Während die
ersten beiden sich kaum zwischen zwei Elementen unterscheiden weist der Absorptions-
querschnitt des Photoeffekts eine starke Z-Abhängigkeit (∝Z) auf ([9], [8]). Für diagnos-
tische Photonenenergien dominiert der Photoeffekt in Gewebe. Zudem wird dieser für
niedrige Energien noch stärker beobachtet. Die Änderung in der Photonenschwächung
bei unterschiedlichen Energien ist daher sehr materialspezifisch und lässt Rückschlüsse
auf die Zusammensetzung zu. Da das Material aber in den wenigsten Fällen aus nur
einem Element aufgebaut ist, wird diese Mischung durch ein fiktives Element mit einer
effektiven Ladung beschrieben. Diese berücksichtigt dass der Absorptionsquerschnitt des
Photoeffekts sowohl stark von der Ladungszahl der Elemente als auch von der Energie
der Photonen abhängt. Die effektive Ladung ist daher ebenfalls energieabhängig. Die
Formel zur Berechnung findet sich im nächsten Abschnitt (H.2.2).
Zudem kann aus den Daten des DECT auch die Elektronendichte des Materials relativ
zu der von Wasser bestimmt werden, welche von der Ladungszahl der Komponenten und
der Dichte des Materials abhängt.
H.2.2. Berechnungen
Zur Berechnung der benötigten Werte wurde mit der Software ’R’ gearbeitet. Dazu
wurden Formeln aus der Bibliothek ’libamtrack’ verwendet.
Die Abschwächung der Strahlen des DECT hängt im wesentlichen von der effektive
Ladung und Elektronendichte ab. Die Berechnung dieser Werte soll nun hier erläutert
werden:
Effektive Ladung
Die meisten zu messenden Materialien bestehen nicht nur aus einem Element, sondern
aus unterschiedlichen Atomen oder auch Molekülen. Einem solchen Material wird eine
effektive Ladungszahl (Zeff ) zugeordnet, die diese Mischung durch ein Element mit fik-
tiver Ladung Zeff ersetzt und die gleiche Photonenschwächung für ein bestimmtes Spek-
trum hervorruft. Die effektive Ladung setzt sich dabei aus der Summe der gewichteten
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Dabei ist αi die Elektronendichtegewichtung der einzelnen Elemente in der Mischsub-
stanz, wi gibt dabei den Massenanteil des i-ten Elements an der Gesamtmasse an, Zi
dessen Ladungszahl und Ai dessen Massenzahl. Der Exponent m dient zur Angabe der
Einflüsse der jeweiligen Streuprozesse und ist damit der energieabhängige Teil der Gle-
ichung. Für den hier dominanten Photoeffekt liegt m üblicherweise zwischen 3 und 4
([9]). Hier wurde nach Absprache mit Siemens mit m = 3.1 gerechnet.
Anstelle der Elektronendichtegewichtung (hier αi) wird auch häufig nur die Massendichtegewich-
tung wi verwendet ([2]). Man muss daher darauf achten, welche Methode der Berech-
nung verwendet wurde, sollen Werte verglichen werden, da sich durchaus Abweichungen
ergeben.
Die in R benutzte Formel dazu lautet:
AT.effective.Z.from.composition(Z, weight.fraction, electron.density, exponent)
Z sind die einzelnen Ladungszahlen aller Komponenten, als weight.fraction wird αi ver-
wendet, die Elektronendichten werden auf 0 gesetzt, da diese bereits in αi einbegzogen
sind, exponent entspricht m.
Elektronendichte
Der Einfluss der Elektronendichte eines Materials auf die dadurch erzeugte Abschwächung
ist leicht einzusehen, da mit steigender Zahl an Elektronen auch die Interaktionswahrschein-
lichkeit mit Photonen steigt. Zu beachten ist, dass die Elektronendichte auf zwei ver-
schiedene Weisen angegeben werden kann:
Zum einen die Elektronen pro Volumen [e/cm3] [2]:













Wobei ρ die Dichte des Materials angibt, Zi und Ai die Ladungs- bzw. Massenzahlen
der einzelnen Komponenten und wi die Massenanteile dieser an der Gesamtlösung. NA
ist die Avogadrokonstante. Zur Berechnung der Dichte des Materials siehe Abschnitt
H.2.3 , Formel 27.







Für Knochen (Dichte ρ = 1.85 1/cm3) ergeben sich so z.B. die Werte ne(V ol) =
5.906 ∗ 1023 e
cm3
, ne(Masse) = 3.192 ∗ 1023 eg und ne(rel) = 1.768 (Eigenschaften von
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gerechnet). Im Folgenden werden die Werte der Elektronen-
dichte pro Volumen angegeben.
In libamtrack gibt es zwei mögliche Formeln zur Berechnung der Elektronendichte:
AT.electron.density.m3 und AT.electron.density.m3.from. composition. Beide diese
Formeln liefern aber sowohl untereinander, als auch im Vergleich zur oben genannten
Formel abweichende Werte. In der ersten Formel liegt dies an einer anderen Berechnung
der Elektronendichte über die mittlere Ladungs- und Massenzahl einer Mischung, bei
der zweiten Formel konnte noch kein Grund für die Abweichung gefunden werden. Um
in Konsistenz mit anderen Werten (von z.B. Nora) zu bleiben wurden diese daher zur
Berechnung nicht verwendet, sondern die obenstehenden Formeln.
H.2.3. Eigenschaften von Lösungen
Um einen bestimten Zeff -Bereich abzubilden, der vorher nicht abgedeckt wurde, war das
Ziel mit Hilfe von Lösungen Materialien herzustellen, deren effektive Ladung zwischen
8 und 10 liegt.
Eine wesentliche Eigenschaft von Stoffen, die beim Mischen von Lösungen beachtete
werden muss, ist die Löslichkeit im Lösungsmittel.
Die Löslichkeit gibt die Menge eines Stoffes an, die maximal in einem Lösungsmittel
gelöst werden kann ([g/l] oft auch in g pro 100g Lösungsmittel). Oberhalb dieses Wertes
ist die Lösung gesättigt und der zu lösende Stoff setzt sich in seiner ursprünlichen Phase
ab.
Die Löslichkeit ist meist temperaturabhäng und steigt für exotherme Reaktionen mit
der Temperatur an, für endotherme sinkt sie. Generell gilt, dass sich polare Stoffe gut
in polaren Lösungsmitteln lösen, unpolare gut in unpolaren. Die Löslichkeit von Salzen
wird über das Löslichkeitsprodukt berechnet, auf das hier aber nicht weiter eingegangen
werden soll. Mit steigender Ladungszahl der Ionen-Komponenten eines Salzes sinkt
dessen Löslichkeit.






H.3. Experiment und Ergebnisse
H.3.1. Wahl der Materialien und Eigenschaften
Als Lösungsmittel wird Wasser verwendet. Durch seine polaren Eigenschaften löst es
Salze (ionische Verbindungen) sehr gut. Zudem kommt diese Grundlage der Simulation
von menschlichem Gewebe auch am nächsten. Wasser selber hat eine effektive Ladung
von etwa 7.45 (siehe Tabelle 16).
Als Salze wurden Natriumchlorid (NaCl) und Natriumhydroxid (NaOH) vorwendet,
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da deren effektive Ladungszahl deutlich über der von Wasser liegt, um so die gewün-
schten Zahlen für Zeff erreichen zu können. Trotzdem sollten Ionen mit möglichst
geringer Ladungszahl enthalten sein, um möglichst gewebeähnlch zu sein und um Nicht-
Linearitäten des Wertes vom Exponenten m zu vermeiden. Dementsprechend wäre
NaOH noch etwas besser geeignet als NaCl.
Stoff Dichte [g/cm3] Löslichkeit [g/l] Löslichkeit [%-Masse] Zeff
H2O 1.000 - - 7.45
NaCl 2.130 358 26.40 15.22
NaOH 2.164 1090 52.15 9.80
Table 16: Eigenschaften von H2O, NaCl und NaOH bei 20◦C, Löslichkeiten beziehen
sich auf H2O [7]. Zu den Formeln der Berechnungen von Zeff siehe Abschnitt
H.2.2
Mit NaOH ist nicht der gesamte Bereich der effektiven Ladung bis Zeff = 10 abdeck-
bar (siehe Tabelle 16, Spalte ’Zeff ’). Trotzdem kann durch seine hohe Löslichkeit in
Wasser eine feinere Abstufung in der Konzentration erzielt werden (vrgl. Tabelle 23).
Im Folgenden wurde sowohl mit NaCl als auch NaOH gearbeitet und in dem Bereich, in
dem es möglich war Vergleichsmessungen durchgeführt.
H.3.2. Berechnete Werte der angerührten Lösungen
Ziel war es mit den Lösungen einen Bereich der effektiven Ladung von 8−10 abzudecken.
Es wurden dazu 5 NaCl-Lösungen und 2 NaOH-Lösungen (Vergleichsmessungen) gemis-
cht. Die Mischverhältnisse in Gewicht und Prozent, sowie die resultierenden Werte für
Zeff und die Elektronendichte finden sich in Tabelle 17 und 18 und wurden mit den
in Abschnitt H.2.2 beschriebenen Formeln in R berechnet. Verwendete Werte für die
Massen- und Ladungszahlen etc. finden sich im Anhang (Abschnitt H.6.2). Dort ist
zudem eine Zusammenfassung der mit NaCl- und NaOH-Lösungen abdeckbaren Bere-
iche für Zeff , ne (Vol) und ne(rel) mit den Massenanteilen der Komponenten in Prozent
(Abschnitt H.6.3) aufgeführt.
Die Werte wurden zunächst mit einem Exponenten von m = 3.5 statt 3.1 und nur den
Massenanteilen wi der Komponenten anstelle von αi berechnet (vrgl. Abschnitt H.2.2)
und ergaben so die Werte 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, und 10 für Zeff der NaCl-Lösungen. Nach der
Korrektur der theoretischen Werte ergeben sich die Werte in Tabelle 17 und 18.
Der Fehler beim Anrühren der Lösungen war bedingt durch die Waage je maximal
0.02g für Wasser und Salz und ergibt damit einen relativen Fehler der effektiven Ladung
von etwa 0.1% und 3% für die Elektronendichte (maximaler Fehler von Probe 1, die
Fehler der anderen Proben werden entsprechend der größeren Massen des Salzes kleiner).
Andere Fehlerquellen, durch zum Beispiel Rückstände anderer Lösungen im Becherglas
oder das Verdunsten des Wassers beim Lösen der NaOH-Lösungen, sollten klein gegen
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NaCl H2O theoretische Werte
Nr. Anteil [%] Anteil [g] Anteil [%] Anteil [g] Zeff ne [1023/cm3] ne (rel)
1 1.3 0.66 98.7 50.05 7.663 3.3577 1.0053
2 4.0 2.08 96.0 50.08 8.074 3.3949 1.0164
3 7.1 3.82 92.9 50.09 8.499 3.4392 1.0297
4 10.7 5.99 89.3 50.00 8.947 3.4929 1.0458
5 14.8 8.69 85.2 50.06 9.411 3.5564 1.0648
Table 17: Berechnete Werte der NaCl-Lösungen verschiedener Konzentrationen. Zur
Berechnung der theoretischen Werte siehe Abschnitt H.2.2.
NaOH H2O theoretische Werte
Nr. Anteil [%] Anteil [g] Anteil [%] Anteil [g] Zeff ne [1023/cm3] ne (rel)
6 8.9 4.91 91.1 49.98 7.701 3.6437 1.0909
7 27.8 19.24 72.2 50.04 8.198 4.2691 1.2782
Table 18: Berechnete Werte der NaOH-Lösungen verschiedener Konzentrationen. Zur
Berechnung der theoretischen Werte siehe Abschnitt H.2.2.
den Abwiegefehler sein und werden daher nicht berücksichtigt.
Wichtige Hinweise zum Mischen der Lösungen finden sich auf einem Anleitungsblatt im
Anhang (Abschnitt H.6.1).
H.4. Messung
Zur Messung der Lösungen im DECT wurden diese in 7 zilyndrische Probenbehälter
gefüllt (Höhe 5.6cm, Radius 1.4cm, die Gefäßnummer entspricht der Probennummer in
Tabellen 17 und 18). Diese wurden in einem PMMA-Phantom positioniert (Außenra-
dius 8cm). Es wurden zwei Messung mit den Einstellung (1) 80kVp/140kVpSn und (2)
100kVp/140kVpSn (Spiral) durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse kamen nicht mehr in der Zeit
des Praktikums von Siemens zurück und können an dieser Stelle nicht vorgestellt wer-
den. Die Ausarbeitung fand daher zum zeitpunkt der Bachelorarbeit statt und kann in
dieser nachgelesen werden.
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H.6. Anhang
H.6.1. Hinweise für das Mischen der Lösungen
Hinweise zu den Salzen
Beim Arbeiten mit NaCl sind keine besonderen Vorsichtsmaßnahmen zu beachten, da
es sich um gewöhnliches Kochsalz handelt. NaCl-Lösungen können normal im Abfluss
entsorgt werden.
Werden hingegen Lösungen mit NaOH angerührt gilt es Folgendes zu beachten:
• Schutzbrille, Handschuhe und Kittel tragen. NaOH ist sehr reaktiv. Bei Berührung
mit der Haut direkt unter fließendem Wasser abspühlen.
• Stark exotherme Reaktion. Vorsicht starke Wärmeentwicklung beim Lösen. Erst
Wasser ins Becherglas vorgeben, dann das Salz dazugeben.
• Die Lösungen können unter fließendem Wasser (also sehr stark verdünnt) in den
Abfluss gegossen werden.
Hinweise zum Mischen der Lösungen
Beim Anmischen dieser speziellen Lösungen im Labor werden folgende Utensilien benötigt:




• Schutzkleidung (Kittel, Schutzbrille, Handschuhe)
• destillieres Wasser
• NaCl (liegt als kristallines Salz vor)
• NaOH (liegt in Pallets vor)
• Spritze mit Kanüle (zum Umfüllen der Lösungen)
Für höhere Genauigkeit sollte sowohl das Salz als auch das Wasser vor dem Mischen
abgewogen werden, anstatt einen Messbecher zu verwenden. Das Wasser sollte in einem
Becherglas abgewogen werden, das Salz in einer Wiegeschale. Danach das Salz in das
Wasser geben. Die Mischungen sollten nach dem Zusammengeben mehrere Minuten mit
dem Magnetrührer verrührt werden, um zu gewährleisten, dass das Salz gelöst ist. Mit
steigender Konzentration der Lösungen sollte die Rührzeit entsprechend erhöht werden.
Dazu einfach den Magneten mit in das Becherglas geben, auf den Rührer stellen und
diesen anschalten.
Werden mehrere Lösungen angerührt sollten die benutzten Gefäße zwischenzeitlich mit
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destilliertem Wasser ausgespühlt werden.
Es ist von Vorteil mehr als benötigt Lösung anzumischen, falls etwas nach dem Umfüllen
verworfen werden muss. Werden zum Beispiel (wie hier) etwa 20ml Lösung benötigt
bietet es sich an 50g Wasser in einem Becherglas abzuwiegen und die entsprechende
Menge Salz zuzugeben. Danach kann die gewünschte Menge Lösung umgefüllt werden.
Um die Lösungen in die dafür vorgesehenen Probenbehälter für das Phantom zu geben
eignet sich eine Spritze mit Kanüle. Blasen sollten vermieden werden, daher langsam
einspritzen.
H.6.2. Elementare Eigenschaften der verwendeten Materialien
Element wi A [u] Z
H 0.111 1.00794 1
O 0.889 15.9994 8
Table 19: Verwendete Werte für H2O.[5]
Element wi A [u] Z
Na 0.3934 22.989768 11
Cl 0.6066 35.4527 17
Table 20: Verwendete Werte für NaCl. [5]
Element wi A [u] Z
Na 0.5749 22.989768 11
O 0.4 15.9994 8
H 0.0251 1.00794 1
Table 21: Verwendete Werte für NaOH. [5]
H.6.3. Listen der erreichbaren Werte
Durch die Löslichkeit der Stoffe ist automatisch eine Obergrenze der möglichen effektiven
Ladung gesetzt, die mit der entsprechenden Lösung erreicht werden kann. Tabellen 22
und 23 zeigen für alle möglichen Mischverhältnisse (in 1% bzw 2% Schritten) bis zur
gesättigten Lösung, sowie des Salzes selber, die effektive Ladung, die Elektronendichte
pro Volumen sowie die Elektronendichte relativ zu der von Wasser (zur Löslichkeit der
Stoffe und deren Dichte siehe Tabelle 16 im Abschnitt H.2.3).
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Massenanteil [%] theoretische Werte
NaCl H2O Zeff ne [1023/cm3] ne (rel)
0 100 7.4497 3.340 1.0000
1 99 7.6152 3.375 1.0105
2 98 7.7739 3.409 1.0207
3 97 7.9265 3.443 1.0308
4 96 8.0736 3.477 1.0410
5 95 8.2156 3.511 1.0512
6 94 8.3530 3.545 1.0614
7 93 8.4862 3.579 1.0716
8 92 8.6155 3.613 1.0817
9 91 8.7411 3.647 1.0919
10 90 8.8634 3.680 1.1018
11 89 8.9826 3.713 1.1117
12 88 9.0989 3.747 1.1219
13 87 9.2125 3.780 1.1317
14 86 9.3235 3.813 1.1416
15 85 9.4320 3.846 1.1515
16 84 9.5384 3.879 1.1614
17 83 9.6425 3.912 1.1713
18 82 9.7447 3.944 1.1808
19 81 9.8449 3.977 1.1907
20 80 9.9434 4.009 1.2003
21 79 10.0399 4.042 1.2102
22 78 10.1349 4.074 1.2198
23 77 10.2283 4.106 1.2293
24 76 10.3202 4.138 1.2389
25 75 10.4107 4.170 1.2485
26 74 10.4998 4.202 1.2581
26.4 73.6 10.5351 4.215 1.2620
100 0 15.2151 6.261 1.8736
Table 22: Liste der möglichenWerte der effektiven Ladung Zeff , Elektronendichte ne und
Eklektronendichten ne (rel) relativ zu der von Wasser mit NaCl-Lösungen.
Berechnungen mit den in Abschnitt H.2.2: ’Berechnungen’ beschriebenen
Formeln und den Werten aus Abschnitt H.6.2. Der letzte Wert oberhalb der
100% NaCl (26.4%) entspricht der gesättigten Lösung.
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Massenanteile [%] theoretische Werte
NaOH H2O Zeff ne [1023/cm3] ne (rel)
0 100 7.4497 3.340 1.0000
2 98 7.5074 3.409 1.0003
4 96 7.5644 3.477 1.0023
6 94 7.6208 3.545 1.0043
8 92 7.6765 3.613 1.0817
10 90 7.7316 3.681 1.1021
12 88 7.7861 3.748 1.1222
14 86 7.8400 3.815 1.1422
16 84 7.8934 3.882 1.1623
18 82 7.9462 3.948 1.1820
20 80 7.9986 4.014 1.2018
22 78 8.0504 4.080 1.2216
24 76 8.1017 4.145 1.2410
26 74 8.1526 4.211 1.2608
28 72 8.2030 4.276 1.2802
30 70 8.2529 4.340 1.2994
32 68 8.3024 4.404 1.3186
34 66 8.3516 4.468 1.3377
36 64 8.4003 4.532 1.3569
38 62 8.4486 4.595 1.3757
40 60 8.4965 4.659 1.3949
42 58 8.5441 4.721 1.4135
44 56 8.5913 4.784 1.4323
46 54 8.6382 4.846 1.4509
48 52 8.6847 4.908 1.4695
50 50 8.7310 4.970 1.4880
52.15 47.85 8.7803 5.036 1.5078
100 0 9.8011 6.413 1.9201
Table 23: Liste der möglichen Werte der effektiven Ladung Zeff ,Elektronendichte ne und
Eklektronendichten ne (rel) relativ zu der von Wassermit NaOH-Lösungen.
Berechnungen mit den in Abschnitt H.2.2: ’Berechnungen’ beschriebenen
Formeln und den Werten aus Abschnitt H.6.2. Der letzte Wert oberhalb der
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